We’ve made it!

And along the way, we’ve learnt that WE are influential and have the power to create real change. So now we’re going to set up our climate action adventures for the long haul.

**STEP 1**

Find your Heaps Better Friend Forever!

Go! Right now! Send a text, grab a coffee, whatever. Grab that power map of yours off the fridge... or download one from the Heaps Better website. With this you have the beginnings of a plan, and doing all this with a friend - or group of friends - is so much more fun. Trust us. Plus you can hold each other accountable, in a loving way.
STEP 2

Have a dream, build a team!

Got an idea for kickstarting a community solar project? Keen to get your local council to start a citizens jury like the City of Sydney story Jess Scully told us about?

Or, I don’t know, take a coal mine to court for jeopardizing our future? (Might seem lofty but two teenagers are actually doing that right now)...

Reach out to the people in your community or workplace or those circles of influence. You’re way more powerful together. This one takes a little more time and effort... but can have a huge impact.
STEP 3
Join an existing movement.

Literally the easiest thing of all to do, is join an existing movement. Like Greenpeace! Which has millions of brilliant brains and activist muscles all over the world holding the big polluters to account, and millions of voices behind it adding serious weight to the fight.

If you want to get more involved, you can sign up to stay in the loop or donate to help Greenpeace to power work like the Heaps Better podcast and campaigns striving for a cleaner, safer future for all.
...and don’t forget to:

**SIGN UP** for updates:  
greenpeace.org.au/heapsbetter

**SUBSCRIBE** on your podcast app

**SHARE** on your socials with  
#heapsbetter